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� About the Carter Burden Gallery
Located in Chelsea, Carter Burden Gallery (CBG) exhibits and 
cultivates the work of New York City’s re-emerging, professional 
older artists, demonstrating the transformative nature of art 
and confirming the artists’ continued value and contributions 
to the city’s arts culture.

The goal of the Carter Burden Gallery is to create a dialogue 
with the arts community supporting our belief that older artists 
must not be overlooked due to age or decreased marketability 
in the current art scene.

Carter Burden Gallery exhibits art that 
is vibrant, cutting-edge and relevant 
regardless of the artist’s age.

“Carter Burden Gallery exhibits the work of NYC artists 
over the age of 60, fostering a supportive and culturally-
diverse community of gifted re-emerging artists.”

—MARLENA VACCARO, MFA,  
DIRECTOR, CARTER BURDEN GALLERY 
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�  Our Space
The gallery is located in Chelsea at 548 West 28th Street, NYC. 
The 2,000 square foot gallery has three distinct exhibition 
spaces: the larger east gallery, a west gallery, and a 7 feet by 18 
feet space immediately outside the gallery for experimental 
public art installation (“On The Wall”).



CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP

• Inclusion (sponsor name and logo) in all CBG marketing
collateral, exhibit promotional-mailings, Premier CBG wall
sponsorship signage and logo.

• Sponsor branding (name + logo) listing on CBG + CBN
websites, in our Corporate Partnership sections with link
to sponsor’s site and promotional emails.

• Sponsor’s exclusive use of CBG for private receptions.

• Hosting of CBG curated art exhibits at Sponsor’s corporate
headquarters and/or public space (Sponsor selected
Artwork).

• Custom sponsorships also available.

Sponsorship pricing is available upon request.  

Become a Carter Burden 
Gallery Sponsor or 
Supporter
DONATE ∙ SPONSOR ∙ VOLUNTEER
Carter Burden Network relies on your 
generous support and participation to 
continue developing and expanding 
programs and services to improve and 
enrich the lives of NYC seniors.

For more information about gallery 
sponsorships, contact:

Patricia Mays
Director of Development
917.409.1260
maysp@carterburdennetwork.org 

Carter Burden Network
carterburdennetwork.org

facebook.com/CarterBurdenNetwork  
twitter.com/CBurdenNetwork  
instagram.com/carterburdennetwork
linkedin.com/company/carterburdennetwork

The Carter Burden Gallery is generously supported by 
the Macquarie Group Foundation.

Sponsorship Opportunities include:

“My art and my creativity are the one 
thing that I can rely on. When I am 
making my art, I don’t think of anything. 
I am in the moment.” 

— ANNA H. WALTER  
CARTER BURDEN GALLERY ARTIST 
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